ABOUT PAGODA SECURITY

About Pagoda Security Services

Our mission is:

To provide excellence in security services, giving peace of mind and assurance of protection and
safety for our clients, their customers and the public in which we come into contact with.

To fulfil this mission:

At Pagoda Security our vision is to become a leading supplier of Close Protection Officers, Door
Supervisors and Security Personnel in the South of the UK. With our expert knowledge and
experienced fully licensed personnel, Pagoda offers a professional, high quality “tailor made” service,
aiming to exceed every client’s expectations. Pagoda Security actively recruits individuals who share
our core values and who understand our mission and want to be part of fulfilling it.

Our Company:
Security has become of utmost importance to businesses and individuals with the ever- increasing
threats from sophisticated criminal elements. By enlisting our professional Close Protection, Door
Supervision and other specialist security services, you can minimise these risks and look forward to a
safer future. We can provide you with a high or low profile security, which can be made operational
at short notice anywhere in the United Kingdom, we also operate abroad!
All our personnel are trained to the highest standards in security techniques and close protection
skills, we can provide male or female protection operatives many of whom have received their
experience from serving in the Armed Forces or Police and include ex - special forces and martial art
instructors, which has enabled us to expand our operations and gain a very good reputation within
the industry.
Our objective is to support the client in providing the best and most cost effective security strategy.
We “tailor make” our services to suit the individual’s requirements and in so doing offer better
protection
We are actively involved in the security industry providing a professional Close Protection, Door
Supervision and specialist security service. Our highly trained team can provide a fully comprehensive
package to suit your needs and the high standards that clients demand. In all operations, we offer
the clients a professional and confidential service.
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